An ( n , c , &, r) 
Introduction
Most existing and proposed networks are packet based, where a packet is fixed length indivisible unit of information that either arrives intact upon transmission or is completely lost. This model accurately reflects properties of Internet and ATM-based networks, where local error correcting codes can be used (and often are used) on individual packets to protect against possible errors as the packet traverses the network. However, the timely arrival of individual packets sent long distances over a variety of heterogeneous networks is a global property that seems to be harder to control on a local basis. Thus, it makes sense to protect real-time traffic sent through such networks against losses by adding a moderate level of redundancy using erasure codes.
Algorithms based on this approach have been developed for applications such as multicasting real-time high-volume video information over lossy packet based networks [3, 2, 91 and other high volume real-time applications [12] . The two most important properties of erasure codes in these applications are the running 
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Recovery times of the encoding and decoding algorithms and the amount of encoding sufficient to recover the message. An erasure code where any portion of the encoding equal to the length of the message is sufficient to recover the message is called a maxamal dastance separable (MDS) code in the literature. An ideal erasure code would be a linear time MDS code, but so far no such code is known.
Standard Reed-Solomon codes can be used to implement quadratic time MDS codes. These methods have been customized to run in real-time for medium quality video transmission on existing workstations [3, 21, i.e., at the rate of a few megabits per second, but high quality video sent at the rate of hundreds of megabits per second will require either better algorithms or custom designed hardware. Theoretically more efficient (but not linear time) MDS codes can be constructed based on evaluating and interpolating polynomials over specially chosen finite fields using Discrete Fourier Transform, but these methods are not competitive in practice with the simpler quadratic methods except for extremely large messages. Thus, the design of highly efficient algorithms for implementing erasure codes is interesting theoretically and important for practical applications.
All of our schemes have the property that the code can be constructed for any message length 12 and redundancy factor c > 1. We call such a code an ( n , .)-code. In applications, c is relatively small (it typically varies between 1 and 2, but can be as large as 5). Thus, when stating running times, we ignore the dependence on c.
A natural relaxation of an MDS code is to allow slightly more of the encoding than the optimal amount in order to recover the message: We say a ( n , c)-code is (1 + e)-MDS if the message can be recovered from any (1 + E)n of the encoding. For example, if E = .05 then only 5% more of the encoding than the optimal amount is sufficient to recover the message. A further relaxation of an MDS code is to allow both the encoding and decoding algorithms to be probabilistic (using the same set of random bits for both encoding and decoding): We say a ( n , c)-code is probabilistic 1 + 6)-MDS if the message can be recovered from any i 1 + E)n of the encoding with high probability. For probabilistic codes, the network is assumed to drop packets independent of their contents.
Of secondary importance, but still important, is the length l of the packets. Ideally, the length of the packets should be as short as possible, e.g., l = 1, because an erasure code using longer packets can always be 0272-5428195 $04.00 0 1995 IEEE constructed by concatenating several packets from an erasure code using shorter packets, but the reverse is not necessarily true. Internet packets for sending video are typically moderate sized, e.g., 1000 bytes, but ATM cells are rather short, i.e., 48 bytes, and here the payload size is more of a constraint. We try to minimize the value of .
! as much as possible, but in general ignore this parameter when stating results.
We assume that each packet contains a unique index. From this index, the portion of the encoding carried by each received packet can be determined. We do not count the space for the index as part of the packet size. In practice, the space for this index is small compared to the size of the payload of the packet, and packet based protocols typically include a unique index for each packet within the packet in any case.
This paper describes two new erasure code schemes, the first deterministic and the second probabilistic. The first scheme has the property that, on inputs n, c, and E, the run time of the ( n , c)-code is O(n/c4), it is (1 + E)-MDS, and the packet size is O(l/e4). Note that for constant E this scheme runs in linear time. Although this is an interesting theoretical result, it is not clear if it can be made practical for values of E that are reasonable, e.g., E = .lo, because the (1/~4) factor is rather large both in terms of the running time and the packet size.
The second scheme has the property that, on inputs n, c, and E, the run time of the (n,c)-code is O(nlog(l/E)/E)), it is probabilistic 1 + E)-MDS, and implementations of variants of this scheme show it has promise of being practical.
Both of the schemes we describe are what is called systematic in the literature, which means that the message itself is part of the encoding. This property is good especially in the case when only a small number of the packets are lost, because the time to decode the message from the encoding is proportional only to the amount of the message that is missing. Our deterministic scheme is based on the properties of expanders which are explicit graphs with pseudorandom properties. The relevance of these graphs to error correcting codes has been observed in [5] , and indeed we apply some of the ideas of that paper. Our probabilistic scheme is based on grouping the message into a hierarchical set of unequal length blocks and then placing in each redundant packet the value of a random linear equation evaluated on a randomly chosen block of the message.
Erasure codes are related to error correcting codes, and are typically easier to design. For example, an error correcting code with encoding length cn that can correct up to bn bit flips can be used as an erasure code that can recover the message from any (c -6)" of the encoding: For packets not received, set the missing bits to zero and then use the error correcting code to recover the message. This can be improved to (c-2b)n by setting the missing bits randomly, noting that on average half of them will be correctly set.
The 
Stage 1: Restricted erasures
The first step proceeds in two stages.
The main result of this subsection is the following. 
(i) The encoding time is O(n/E).
(ii) If 5'1,. . . , S,I, are known, and at most a frac-
The construction used in the proof of the above is similar to the one in [13] , and is based on properties of expanders. Let us call an infinite increasing sequence of integers dense if the ratio between consecutive elements of the sequence tends to l . The known constructions of expanders supply, for every admissible degree of regularity, infinite families of graphs on sets of nodes whose cardinalities form a dense sequence.
To simplify the presentation we assume here that there are sufficiently many expanders in these families whose number of nodes is divisible by any desired constant. It is not difficult to show that this assumption can be omitted.
Definition (Expanders): A graph is called a d, X)-
expander if it is d-regular and the absolute vaue i of each of its nontrivial eigenvalues is at most A.
By [lo] , [ll] the sequence of integers m for which there is a ( d , 2 m ) -e x p a n d e r on m nodes is a dense sequence. We need the following from [6] . We claim that this scheme satisfies the two properties required in the proposition. The validity of (i) is clear, as the total encoding time is O(md/c) = O(n/c).
Proposition 1 [6] The number of edges induced by any set of x nodes in a (d,X)-graph on m nodes does not exceed
Since we assume we are missing at most p n message letters, and since the time for recover of each missing message letter is O(d), and since ,Bd = O(l), it follows that the decoding time is at most O(n).
We now prove that the entire message can be recovered if we are given all the letters associated with the nodes and at most pn = yt2n/8 of the original message letters are missing. The decoding algorithm works as follows. If there is some node v in the graph where at most y'd12 of the message letters associated with the edges incident with v are missing, then, because sv,l,. . . , Sv,,~d/2 are also known, we know a total of at least d letters of the MDS code associated with w , and thus from the properties of the MDS code we can recover all the missing message letters associated with edges incident to v. Repeating this process as long as there are such nodes v , we either recover the entire message, or we are left with a nonempty set of edges corresponding to the missing message letters that form a subgraph of minimum degree greater than y'd12 in G.
We now show that Proposition 1 implies that if the subgraph is non-empty then it must contain more than pn edges, and from the assumption that we started with at most p n such edges it will follow that the subgraph must be empty, i.e., the entire message is recovered. Let x denote the number of nodes incident with edges of this subgraph. Then, since each such node has degree at least y'd/2 in the subgraph, the total number of edges of the subgraph exceeds xy'd/4. Thus, by Proposition 1,
Since X = 2 -< 2&, and d > 64/yI2, the inequality y'd/2 -X > y'd/4 holds and hence
implying that the number of edges corresponding to missing letters exceeds yt2md yt2 
Stage 2: Spielman-like Construction
We need the following result, which is an easy consequence of the main result of Spielman in [14].
Proposition 2 [ld]
There is an absolute positive constant b so that for all m there is an explicit construction that maps messages of m letters into 4m letters so that:
(i) The encoding time is O(m).
(ii) If at most bm letters are missing then the original We note that since we are interested here only in erasure codes, whereas the construction of Spielman supplies error correcting ones, it is possible to improve the constant b that follows from his construction considerably, but since we are not optimizing the constants here we do not include the details. (ii) The message can be decoded in time O(n) when at most pn letters of the encoding are missing.
The Deterministic Scheme
Let c ' = c / ( l + y ) , N = ( l + y ) n , andC=8/(y2p). The final goal is to stretch the encoding produced by the first step by a factor of c'. Then, the j t h letter of the encoding E; is placed into packet Pw, .
Let Z be any subset of V with lZl = 9. For each i E V , let di denote the number of letters of Ea that are in the packets indexed by Z. By a lemma in [6] (see also [7] , page 122), (1) (ii) The message can be decoded from any set of packets containing in total at least (1 + c)n letters.
(iii) The run time for both the encode and decode algorithms is 0(n/c4).
Proof of Theorem 1:
The encoding consists of applying the constructions described in steps 1,2, and 3, in sequence. The decoding guarantee and the run time follow from combining Lemma 4 with Lemma 3.
The Probabilistic Scheme
In this section, we relax the requirements on the erasure code to a probabilistic guarantee and thereby improve the running time from O(n/c4) to O(n log( l/c)/c) and the packet size from O( l/c4), to O(log2(1/c)). We will first present a simple way of using randomness in the above deterministic scheme that allows the block size ! to be O(log(l/E)/c2) instead of
8( l/c4). Automatically, this deceases running time
Starting from Lemma 3, we are given the N/C encodings E1 , . . . , EN/e consisting of c'C letters each. Recall, the deterministic scheme used an expander graph to simulate "randomly mapping" these letters. Instead, the probabilistic scheme simply randomly per- 
8(d) to O(nlog(l/~)/E2).
A key parameter to this block based encoding scheme is the block size l . If it is too big, then the running time is too large. If it is too small, then the probability of failure is too large. For example, consider the extreme example when the blocks are of size one. In this case, each packet would contain the jth message letter with probability 1/N. Receiving (1 -,!? )N of the letters, becomes the classical coupon collector or occupancy problem. It is well known that N In( l/P) >> (l+c)N packets would need to be received, before one could expect to receive (1 -P)N distinct message letters. The optimal block size is l = O(ln( $)/E').
Lemma5 W h e n the blocks have size l = Q(ln(i)/c2), the probability of not beang able t o recover at least (1 -P)N of the message is at most e-a(pe2N).
Proof of Lemma 5: A complication in the proof
is that there is dependency between the number of letters of the encoding received about the different blocks. To simplify things, we will first consider a different distribution, in which the number received about each block is chosen independently according to the Poisson distribution with mean (1 + €)a. Standard bounds on the Poisson distribution give the probability of not receiving at least C letters about a particular block when you expect (1 + E)! is at most e-n(E'e). Then the recovery of each block is an independent Bernoulli trial. Standard Chernoff bounds state that the probability of failing to re- gives a failure probability of at most 6.)
What remains is to adjust for the change in distribution. The key observation is that the only difference between the distributions is that in the original distribution, the total number of letters received is definitely (1 + c ) N , while in the new one the number received is a random variable. Let I< denote this number received. It happens that if one takes the new distribution with the added constraint that I< = (l+c)N, then one (more or less) gets the original distribution, i.e.
Pr,ld[E] 5 Prnew[E I K = l + c ) N ] , where E denotes
Decreasing the number of letters of the encoding received only increases the probability of E . Therefore, (ii) T h e encodzng and the decodang tames are O(d2').
(iii) It as systematac, meanang that the message atself
The encoding scheme is as follows. As required, the first l letters of the encoding consist of the message itself. The message then is broken into a hierarchy of blocks. The message itself is considered to be a block letters about some block, and cC letters in total.
The scheme is also spec-,f}. (It is sufficient to choose these matrices randomly and then to fix them.) Of the (T,+I -r,)/2" letters about the block I?(.,%), the j t h letter will be the linear combination (over GF [2] ) of the letters in B ( s , z ) specified by the j t h row of the matrix V,. (It is sufficient for all the blocks of the same size to use the same matrix). The l letters of the message can be recovered from the received letters of the encoding if the equations defining the received letters have full rank.
Proof of Lemma 6(i):
To simplify the analysis, we will initially not use fixed matrices v,. Instead, we will independently for each letter of the encoding randomly choose a subset of the letters from the appropriate block. This is done by including each letter of the block with probability i. The letter of the encoding is a linear combination of the chosen letters.
We will say that a letter of the encoding contributes to a block if it is about the block, about one of its sub-blocks, or is itself one of the letters of the block. . Hence, E(c(,,i) < e-n(a22'es) = Now assume, that we reGive fewer than (1 -c22')!, letters contributing to the block B (,,;) . The next step is to bound the probability that the equations defining these (1 -e22')!, letters are linearly independent. Consider the kth letter contributing to B(s,i.). If it is about a sub-block of B(,,i), then we considered the possibility of the equation defining this letter being linearly dependent on the previous equations when we considered that sub-block. On the other hand, if the kth letter is about B(,,i), then the equation is randomly chosen from a space of dimension ! , . The previous k -1 equations span a sub-space of dimension at most k -1. Hence, the probability that the kth equation is within this sub-space is at most 2 -( l~-~+ l ) .
The probability that the (1 -c22')!, equations are C,'E[,.
.f] j-y e (Ts'tl -w)/2s'] = (1 -R(€2"2) )!,.
2-(& -k + l )
dependent is at most < 2-n(€22se,) = e-n(€ze)
) . , , ) (1-&8)&} -Even after multiplying this probability by the number of blocks B(,,;) of size ! , < ! , the probability is still at most e-n('2e). Hence we can conclude that with high probability all the letters that are about blocks of size smaller than ! are linearly independent.
What remains is the consider the letters of the encoding that are about the block of size ! . By the statement of the lemma, the number of letters of the encoding received is Poisson with mean (1 + e)?. Therefore, the probability that at least (1 + 2e2)! letters are received is at least l-e-n(Pe). With the same argument just given, the first (1 -c2)! of these are linearly dependent with probability at least lNow consider one of the remaining 3c2! equations. If the equations before it do not have full rank, then the probability that it increases the rank is at least $.
Hence, choosing these 3~~l equations can be thought of as 36'1 Bernoulli trials. The matrix has full rank if at least c2! of the trials succeed. The exlpected number of successes is 1.5f2!. The probability of getting fewer than e2C is at most e-sl(c2e).
The remaining step is to prove that it is sufficient to use a fixed matrix V, for each size of block. Assume by way of induction that the probability of success is the same as proven above even if a fixed matrix V,I
is used for each size of block & I for st < s, while the equations for the letters about larger blocks are still chosen independently at random. Now change the scheme so that the equations for the letters about blocks of size ! , are chosen as follows. First choose the ((rs+l -rS)/2' x e,) boolean matrix V, by choosing each entry independently from {0,1} with probability 3. Then for each block of this size independently do the following. For each of the letters received about the block choose independently without replacement a row from the matrix V,. For a particular block of size ! , , the probability distribution has not changed at all. The only change is that using the same V, for each block of size ! , adds some dependence between the events for these blocks. This is not a problem for the following three reasons. First, the equations about different blocks are on different variables and hence will not be linearly dependent. Second, much of the randomness in choosing the equations comes from choosing (1 + E)/C of the rows of V, . Finally, recall that in the above proof, the probability of failure for one block was multiplied by the number of blocks. Hence, the proof does not assume independence between these events. Therefore, the overall probability of failure remains unchanged. We can conclude that if the overall probability of failure is e-n(e2e) when Vf is chosen randomly, then there exists a fixed matrix Vf that leads to a probability that is at least as good. Fix Vj to be such a matrix. This completes the induction step.
Proof of Lemma 6(ii):
The encoding is done via boolean matrix multiplication V x M = E , where V is the (cn X! matrix described by the equations for each are the (! x q ) and the (c! x q ) boolean matrixes representing the message and the encoding. (Recall that a message for this lemma is l letters of q bits each.) As stated a single operation is considered to be the XOR of two q bit letters. This is done once for every non-zero value in V . The number of letters about the the block of the largest size is r1-TO = S ( c c l ) Each corresponding row of V has at most ! ones, Hence, the number of ones in these rows is at most 0 ( c d 2 ) . The number of ones in the rows of V for all blocks of size ! , decreases geometrically in s making the total number and the encoding time also 13(cet2).
Decode is a little harder. It requires solving the system p x M = E, where ? and E are the rows of the matrices V and E corresponding to those letters of the encoding that are received. Here again, the fact that is sparse should help. However, inverting a ( ! x !)-boolean matrix with only O(! ) non-zero entries seems to require (7(12) bit operations. The main reason is that the inverse of a sparse matrix is not necessarily sparse. This is no improvement at all over the standard deterministic MDS erasure codes used above. To improve the computation time, we take advantage of the fact that V has a block berarchical structure. A (( 1 + E)! x !)-boolean matrix V is said to have its rows blocked by B1, . . . , B(l+E)e C { 1, . . . ,e}, if each row is zero outside of its block B,, i.e. j B, implies that qi,j) = 0. These blocks are said to have a hierarletter o f t b e encoding and M and E are respectfully chical structure if the rows are partially ordered with respect to containment of the blocks, i.e. for i < j, either Bi E Bj or Bi fl Bj = 8.
This block hierarchical structure improves the computation time for the following reason. During Gaussian elimination, the ith row may be added to the j t h row in order to remove one non-zero entry from the j t h row. In a general sparse matrix, the non-zero entries of these rows do not necessarily fall in the same places. Hence, the j t h row will gain most of the non-zero entries of the ith row. The effect is that the number grows exponentially with the number of row operations. This provides intuition into why the inverse of a sparse matrix is not necessarily sparse. This exponential growth in the number of non-zero entries, however, does not occur when the matrix has the block hierarchical structure. By the definition of the partial order, B i is either disjoint from or contained in Bj. In the first case, adding the ith and the j t h row would not cancel any entries, hence these rows are never added together. In the second case, adding the ith row to the j t h will change which entries in the block Bj are one, but will not contribute ones outside of the block.
Hence, as the matrix c is zeroed below the diagcnal, the block hierarchical structure is maintained. On the other hand, when zeroing above the diagonal, this structure is destroyed, because the j t h row is added to the ith row where Bi c B . . In fact, the inverse of is not likely to be sparse. however, once the matrix is upper triangular, the system can be solved quickly.
The decoding time has two components. We will first consider the number of letter operations within the matrix ,!? andJater consider the number of b& operations within V . One letter operation within E (i.e. the XOR of two q bit letters) is required for every row operation in V . The number of row operations when zeroing below the diagonal is at most
C j E t l ,
,(l+E)m} IBjl, because the ith row is added to the j t h at most once and only if i E Bj. The number of row operations when zeroing above the diagcnal is the number of one's that are above the diagcnal of the upper triangular matrix. The block structure of the matrix does not change when zeroing below the diagonal. Hence, the number of ones is at most If we instead considered a single operation_to be a single bit operation, then the time spent in E blows up by a factor of q . On the other hand, measuring the length of the message in bits blows the length up by the same factor. Hence, the time is still linear with the same constant. For the algorithm, the letter size (also the packet size) q could be a single bit. The reason for having it larger is to "amortize" the number of bit operations required to invert V .
The main sub-task during Gaussian elimination of h h is that of taking the ith row, which has a one on the diagonal, and adding it to every row below it that contains a one in the ith column. Let us compute the number of bit operations required to do this. The first obvious savings in time comes from never looking at or even storing the entries of outside of the block structure. There are, however, two additional tricks that save a considerable amount of time.
The first trick is to not check every row j > i, but only those for which Bi C Bj. This can be done by associating with each row i, a pointer to the next row j for which Bi E Bj. A property of the partial order is that following this linked list of pointers starting at any row i will reach every row j for which Bs Bj. (The same would not be true in reverse.)
If Bi is of size e,, then the expected number of rows j for which Bi C Bj is at most the geometric sum
What now is the cost each time the ith row is added to some row j? The second trick is that this cost should be the number of ones in the ith row and not the size ! , of Bi . There are two ways of achieving this.
Either at the beginning of this sub-task a succinct list of the ones of the ith row can be made or the block B d in the ith row can scanned and each time a one is found the above linked list giving all rows j for which
Bi C Bj could be followed. The expected number of ones in the ith row is ! , minus the number of entries that have already been zeroed. The number of entries that have been zeroed is the number of rows j before it for which Bj C Bi. This is close to the expected number of letters contributing to the block and was computed as being (1 -0(~2'/~))!,. Hence, the total number of ones remaining is at most 0(~2-'/'!).
The expected number of rows i whose block Bi is of size e, is +(rs+l -T . ) = 0 ( c 2~/~! ) .
We can conclude that the total number of bit operations in the In the full version of the paper, we prove the lower bound, that for no the setting of the parameters (i.e. the sizes of the blocks and the number of letters about each letter) are the encoding and decoding times for this scheme more than a constant factor better than we have achieved. It is interesting that this goes against our initial intuition. Initially, we planned for the expected number of letters received contributing to a block of size ! , to be larger than (1 -! 2 2 (~2 ' /~) ) b , .
In such a case, it is very possible that a particular block is over defined, i.e. c(,,i) > e,. However, averaged over many such blocks, with high probability not too many letters of the encoding will be wasted in this way. The advantage of ding this is that having more and making this change means increasing the number of them and hence increases the overall time.
Concluding remarks and open problems
It would be interesting to obtain a construction similar to the one in Theorem 1 in which the packet size is smaller. It is not difficult to prove, using the Plotkin bound, that the minimum possible packet size in any erasure code with the parameters in the theorem (without any assumption on the efficiency of its encoding and decoding procedures) is at least Q(log(c/c)), and the algebraic geometry codes show that t is is essentially tight. Our construction supplies much bigger packet sizes, but has the advantage of linear encoding and decoding time.
It is probably possible to construct a scheme that has a theoretical run time that is polylogarithmic in 1/c and linear in n , using Discrete Fourier Transform methods in place of quadratic time methods for MDS codes, but details of this need to be checked. Even if this is the case, it is unlikely that using these methods in places where we use quadratic time MDS codes will be as efficient in practice.
The construction in Section 3 can be improved by using walks in expanders instead of edges, using the methods of [l]. The relevance of this method to the case of expander based error correcting codes has been observed in (cf.
[13]), and a similar remark holds here also.
Combinin our technique here with thle methods of Spielman in1141 we can obtain explicit, linear time encodable and decodable error correcting codes over a large alphabet, whose rate and minimum distance in the range close to the MDS bound are close to optimal. We omit the details.
